
. INSPIRATION! .
My picture of the week...

When I feel stressed, sometimes simply looking outside
helps me feel more calm. [Once the lawn is cut and the
weeds are pulled of course.] I look around and sincerely
appreciate every flower, nuance of green and changing
sky. Getting lost in the curves and shades of this rose

makes me feel at peace with the world.

Think about YELLOW:
It is the color of happiness & optimism



If you'd like to boost your energy, select yellow.
It is a Primary color, along with Red & Blue.
Yellow, in some cultures, represents Royalty.

. ART .
Pixelated Roses !!



This artwork is created from an original painting that I did
in acrylics. Once completed I took a photo and in

PhotoShop, played with the color spectrum to create this
unusual and glistening color palette of roses. I love that it

sparkles & shimmers with color!!

. HOME DESIGN .
The warmth of yellow-gold for your dining area !

A stimulating space for dining, conversation and
creativity. This area offers multiple ideas for our homes:

The fresh gold feature wall offers a great focal point.

White & black artwork creates a neutral gallery.

Deep tones in the charcoal table and countertop,



along with gray shelving bring beautiful contrast.

Provide a mix of chair styles for a twist on tradition.

Crisp white floors, cabinets & walls unify elements.

LINK to Home Design INSIGHT on our Website

. PAPER FLOWERS .
Soft yellow roses...

This beautiful bouquet was created by a young friend.
Her first attempt to create paper flowers turned out to be
a spectacular vision. It incorporates our Compass Rose,
French Lily, Tori's Natural Daisy and Painted Lily. Pretty

impressive for a first attempt... right?



LINK to Paper Flower
Instructions

. PAINTED FURNITURE .
Not 50, but four shades of yellow !

Wow! Look what four simple shades of yellow can do for
a sleepy little dresser. Color breathes new life into this
simple style. Add folded leather loops for drawer pulls,

white wire chairs and a striped area carpet for a Modern
atmosphere. Go ahead... create your dream room!

LINK to our Painted Furniture
Projects

With my every best wish...



Another bright spot for me... my little Zachary. This
picture was taken when we first adopted him about

twelve years ago. He has the same energy today that he
did when he first came to live with us. This yellow
underscores his true nature... playful & energetic!

EMERALD & VIOLET STUDIO
We are all about Art, Color & Design!!!

I am working on creating classes that I will be able to
share with you online, via Zoom or another method. I'll be

in touch as soon as I have it all developed.
Until then take good care, be well & stay healthy!



A LINK to our Website:

Hours:
Currently closed...

Call Barbara at #216.310.0080 with any questions!

Emerald & Violet Studio
9722 Columbia Road, Olmsted Falls 44138

216.310.0080

www.emeraldandvioletstudio.com


